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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the development of dependency tree-
banks is experiencing significant progress. Multi-
lingual treebanks have been created as a part of
the Universal Dependency (UD) (McDonald et al.,
2013) and Surface Syntactic Universal Dependen-
cies (SUD) (Gerdes et al., 2019) projects. The
annotation and the maintenance of these treebanks
requires a collective effort of researchers from di-
verse backgrounds in order to provide a larger un-
derstanding of linguistic phenomena. Different
annotation tools can be integrated in the annotation
process in order to enhance the quality of treebanks
and ensure an effective collaboration between col-
laborators. ArboratorGrew1 is a powerful software
that assists the different phases of the annotation
workflow. It is a web-based collaborative tool for
dependency treebank annotation, it incorporates
Grew (Bonfante et al., 2018) as a pattern search
tool which is a valuable asset that facilitates the
mining and the correction of the potential errors
in the existing dependency treebanks. Arborator-
Grew is undergoing continuous development. In
this abstract, we will explore the different features
that have been developed over the past few years.
Through this exploration, we highlight the impor-
tance of these features in the development of high-
quality dependency treebanks.

2 Collaborative Features

The treebank annotation is a laborious and time-
consuming task that requires the participation of
multiple persons. Managing this collaboration be-
comes a major feature of any annotation tool (Cu-
curnia et al., 2021; Pei et al., 2022). Arborator-
Grew provides a set of features that facilitate the
collaboration and ensure an effective coordination
between annotators during the annotation process.
Additionally, the collaborative aspect allows Arbo-
ratorGrew to be used as an educational tool for

1https://arborator.github.io

syntax teaching.

Projects Organization. ArboratorGrew’s cor-
pora are organized into projects. These projects
can be either private, visible without modification
access or public. The tool also provides multiple
user roles as follows:

• Admin: they set up the project, provide the
annotation schema. They invite and define
the roles of the collaborators, they are also in
charge of preparing and uploading the corpus
to be annotated.

• Validator: the project’s linguist, they track the
quality of the annotations made by annota-
tors, correct the errors and validate the gold
standard annotation of each sentence.

• Annotator: they can browse and edit the tree-
bank by saving a modified tree under their
name. Every sample has a list of annotators.

• Guest: they are users with read-only access in
the private projects.

Labeling System. ArboratorGrew’s labeling sys-
tem is a key feature that helps annotators in cate-
gorizing and organizing their work. It is possible
for users to add labels to their trees by either using
predefined labels or creating new ones. Labels are
mainly utilized to indicate the progress of the anno-
tation process and can prioritize the sentences by
designing those to be annotated at the future stages.
The labels serve as means of communication be-
tween the annotators. This feature improves the
efficiency of the validation phase, as the validator
can examine annotations that have been marked as
completed using the tag system.

Reference-less Annotation Mode. In this mode
the users do not have access to other users’ trees.
The annotations are hidden to avoid bias and to
assess the quality of the corpus through inter-
annotator agreement. This mode is suitable for
teaching students syntactic annotation. It allows
admins to create exercises with different levels
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of complexity: 1:reference visible, when editing,
the annotators can see the reference tree, the dif-
ferences between the reference tree and the user
annotation are highlighted in red and the pourcent-
age of the correct annotation is provided. 2:local
feedback, here the reference tree is not visible
but the differences and the statistics are still given.
3:global feedback, only the statistics are available
and 4:no feedback where only the validator can
see the annotation, calculate and export the anno-
tator’s scores. ArboratorGrew offers a way to per-
form pairwise annotators comparison by providing
a difference mode feature that helps the validator to
compare between two annotations by highlighting
the differences. It is a useful tool that helps the val-
idators or the admins of a project to better identify
the things that need more clarification and training.

Github Synchronization. Github2 is designed
for collaboration on coding projects. However, it
can also be a valuable tool for researchers to store
and share data publicly. Github is a well-known
and largely used tool in the Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) community for storing and manag-
ing treebanks. ArboratorGrew offers a full syn-
chronization with Github, this allows users to track
the progress of their work and revert to previous
changes using the versioning system. In addition,
it expands ArboratorGrew’s collaborative environ-
ment by allowing users to work with colleagues
who are not necessarily members of the Arbora-
torGrew project. To use this feature, users must
authenticate themselves by using github social au-
thentication. The admin can choose either to work
with the main branch or to create and work with
a new dedicated branch which will be used only
for commits and pulls made with ArboratorGrew.
This option allows users to preserve the main code-
base integrity. All changes made by annotators are
counted, and when the admin is ready, they can
push directly to Github. Meanwhile, Arborator-
Grew listens to changes made in the Github repo,
the admin can directly retrieve these changes to
their ArboratorGrew projects.

3 Treebank Curation

ArboratorGrew integrates a query system called
Grew. This integration allows annotators to make
requests in their corpora and to detect potential
errors or annotation inconsistencies. In addition to
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Grew search, ArboratorGrew also includes other
features for efficient error detection and correction.
Here are the main ones:

Rule-based Annotation Editing. In order to fix
recurrent errors or to make systematic annotation
revision, it is possible to directly edit treebanks
using Grew edition rules. Sentences that match the
specified request will be modified and the modified
part is highlighted. To save these modifications,
users can choose to either select individual sen-
tences or opt for all.

Lexicon. Dictionaries and lexicons are an impor-
tant resource for many NLP applications (Catelli
et al., 2022; Ahia et al., 2023). ArboratorGrew
allows lexicon generation based on some subset
of features, POS, lemma and/or form. Moreover,
ArboratorGrew offers the ability to explore am-
biguous entries in the lexicon by choosing a sublist
of features where the same entries have different
combinations of the chosen features.

4 Parser

ArboratorGrew offers the possibility to use the
parser BertForDeprel (Guiller, 2020), which helps
linguists to start their work with pre-annotation.
The integrated parser has given encouraging results
on low resource languages. The users of Arborator-
Grew can either parse the data using the existing
pretrained models or train and parse using their
own data. All operations can be done from the web
interface.

5 Conclusion

ArboratorGrew is currently under continuous de-
velopment, the features that have been added or
improved are a result of various user interactions
and recommendations. We aim to enhance the user
experience by supporting keyboard-only annota-
tion to improve the annotator’s productivity. We
plan to create an intelligent system that will as-
sist the user by suggesting relevant choices while
annotating. Finally, we are willing to integrate val-
idation scripts that will be applied on the treebanks
in order to help detecting the errors and ensure the
consistency of the annotation work.
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